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Reduce your costs by up to 35% or more for Fabricated Parts.
If you are responsible for keeping expenses under control and producing quality, fabricated metal parts, this headline must
read like a pipe dream. But at Long Stanton, it is a fact.
If you have a part that is made with a laser, turret press or by any method other than a progressive die, now is the time to
look at having a stamping tool built by us to produce your part. It is backed by our no cost, life-time tool maintenance
program. You will be surprised at the savings by converting to a stamped part. A stamping tool program facilitate increased
production rates while reducing the amount of steel necessary to make your part(s). In the past, both of these areas have
represented costs that you did not believe you could control. Now you can. Let us show you how.
Long Stanton has always offered ‘free tool maintenance’ for any tool we
design and build to produce your parts. This service is a real benefit with a
big investment return, today and in the future.
We are currently building a tool with a one year payback time for our
customer that will reduce material usage, waste and eliminate all tooling
maintenance costs and thus reduce our customer’s part costs by 35% or
more. In any economic environment, these are serious savings.
The cost of steel is rising so fast that no one can guarantee steel prices at the end of the day that were quoted earlier in the
morning. This phenomenon is not a new experience to us. As recently as late 2017, prices were changing daily because of
availability and imposed tariffs. Our experience with this pricing environment and our stamping tool program will help you
and your company.
For more information and a quote contact Marvin Cunningham, President, at (513)-720-3959 or David Gates, Director of
Sales, at (513)-706-3667 today.

Long Stanton Manufacturing welcomes new Operations Manager
Long Stanton Manufacturing named Middletown native Scott Gibson as its new
Operations Manager. Mr. Gibson will fill this newly created position with the
retirement of Tom Kachovec, who served in this and many other roles during his
tenure.
Mr. Gibson brings over 31 years of operational experience to this position. He has
performed at all levels in a plant operation. From a General Labor entry position 31
years ago, to daily responsibilities as Operations Manager/Supervisor for a metal
stamping/blanking/epoxy coatings plant, with duties including quality control,
customer service and personnel.
“I am excited to be able to bring my experience and knowledge to carry on the
185+ year tradition of Long Stanton Manufacturing. And, I love the opportunity to
continue to live and work in this area. It is my home.” He continued ”Equally
important, I share the same goals as those who came before me. I take great pride
in my work. I am customer focused and team oriented with a shared goal to
produce quality parts and deliver them on time every time.”
Mr. Gibson can be reached at ScottG@LongStanton.com or 513-331-3249.

For more information contact David Gates at 513-706-3667 or davidg@longstanton.com

